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ABSTRACT

We de�ne an abstract uni�cation algorithm which can be (and has been) implemented on
a parallel Single-Instruction Multiple-Data (SIMD) computer. We proceed to suggest an
actual representation for the uni�cation problem and a realization of the algorithm. The
representation is based on Robinson's representation for sequential uni�cation but where
each processing element represents one term. We show how to modify the realization of the
algorithm to speed up uni�cation of lists. In some situations uni�cation of two lists can be
done in O(logn) time. The algorithm has been implemented on a Connection Machine and
is intended for parallel logic programming languages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Uni�cation is a powerful generalization of pattern matching, the purpose of which can be
seen as �nding the `least' substitution which when applied to two terms makes them identical
(Lloyd, 1987), although many other interpretations exist (Lassez et al., 1988). Uni�cation
and pattern matching is part of many applications in symbolic processing, including expert
systems and theorem proving systems.

Uni�cation is also an essential part of resolution-based logic programming languages
(Kowalski, 1979). These languages have very attractive properties for parallel processing,
since programs can be written without any particular sequential or parallel execution model
in mind. Implementation of such languages on sequential computers has made good progress
in the past, but conventional imperative languages have always had a more natural mapping
on those computers and have been considerably more e�cient to execute.

The advent of parallel computers has changed the picture. Implementing sequential
languages on parallel computers requires constraining the parallelism of the machine to sim-
ulate the semantics of the sequential language. Massively parallel SIMD computers, such
as the Connection Machine* (Hillis, 1985), take another approach. On such a machine a
sequential language can be implemented on its (sequential) host computer, and the par-
allelism be achieved when manipulating certain data structures, which are stored in the
parallel computer. Unfortunately, it is the responsibility of the programmer to detect po-
tential parallelism and use the special data structures to exploit it, or the parallel computer
is wasted.

We call this data parallelism, because the parallelism comes from simultaneous opera-
tions on large sets of data. Our opinion is that it could also be exploited in the execution
mechanism of a high level logic programming language. In such a language, data would be
logical terms and the most important operations on them would be uni�cation and functional
application. We could, however, also obtain program parallelism (e.g., AND-parallelism and
OR-parallelism) by running meta-programs, whose data are programs.

The problem we address is thus to represent logical terms on a SIMD computer with
general communication and to give an algorithm for uni�cation of logical terms on the ma-
chine. The algorithm is intended for use in the implementation of parallel logic programming
languages and we have tried to optimize its behaviour for uni�cation of linear terms with
no shared variables. This is also our reason for not discussing the occur check problem in
depth.

2. DEFINITIONS

A term is either a variable or a function symbol followed by a sequence of terms. The
number of terms in the sequence is the arity of the term. If the sequence of terms is empty,
the term is a constant, otherwise it is a compound term. Function symbols begins with a
capital letter, other symbols denote variables.

� is a total ordering over terms with the equality relation eq as identity, thus for all
terms x and y, exactly one of x � y, x eq y, or y � x holds. x eq y holds if x and y are
\exactly the same" (while = holds between terms which looks the same), so if x eq y then
x = y. Informally, the relations � and eq mean a comparison of the addresses of terms in an
implementation. Thus, in the realization of the algorithm given in section 6, the relations
� and eq are trivial. We have the following properties of � and eq .

1. If x and y are constants then x eq y if and only if x = y.

2. If x and y are variables then x eq y if and only if x = y.

3. If x and y are compound terms and x = y then we must know the origin of x and y to
tell if x � y, x eq y, or y � x.

* Connection Machine is a registered trademark of Thinking Machines Corp.
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4. In all other cases x � y or y � x.

An equation is a formula t = u where t and u are terms. A compound equation is an
equation where t and u are compound terms with the same function symbol and arity, and
t � u. A variable equation is an equation where t is a variable and u is a term.

A multiset is like a set but may contain duplicate elements. The order between elements
is not signi�cant. All our multisets will be �nite. A multiset with the elements a, b, a, and c
could be written as (a; b; a; c) (while the corresponding set would be written as fa; b; a; cg or
fa; b; cg). We will use the symbol ; for empty multisets as well as for empty sets, assuming
that the ambiguity will be solved by the context. Set union is trivially extended to multiset

union. The multiset union of A and B is written as A ]B.

A substitution is a function mapping variables to terms. We maywrite [t1=x1; : : : ; tn=xn]
for a substitution which maps x1 to t1, x2 to t2, etc., when applied to a term or a substitution.
The identity substitution is written �. If �1 and �2 are substitutions then �1 � �2 is also a
substitution, such that �1 � �2(t) = �2(�1(t)). � associates to the left.

A uni�er or unifying substitution � for an equation t = u is a substitution which makes
t� identical to u�. This is straightforwardly extended to uni�ers for multisets of equations:
� is a uni�er for the multiset (t1 = u1; : : : ; tn = un) if ti� = ui� for each i, i = 1; : : : ; n.

The symbols [, n, 2, and � have their usual meaning: set union, set (or multiset)
di�erence, set membership, and set inclusion.

3. AN ABSTRACT ALGORITHM

Our main idea is fairly simple: we can have one processor work in parallel on each equation
which has a unique left-hand side. This algorithm can be realized on a machine without
locking primitives but with a synchronization facility. A SIMD machine with general com-
munication between processors would be su�cient.

The algorithm has as input a �nite multiset of n equations S = ft1 = u1; : : : ; tn = ung.
The object of the algorithm is to calculate a unifying substitution � for S.

In the algorithm,we will eliminate and transform equations so only compound equations
and variable equations remain. These will be partitioned into two sets.

1. A set A of active equations, such that for no pair of equations t0 = u0 and t00 = u00 in
A we have that t0 eq t00. Informally, this means that all equations in A have distinct
left-hand sides.

2. A multiset D of dormant equations.

We will frequently form pairs (A;D).

An overview of the algorithm. The algorithm repeatedly executes four operations, trans-
forming the equations in (A;D).

1. Multiple variable elimination. Eliminate variable equations in A. They add to the
resulting substitution.

2. Multiple term reduction. Replace each compound equation in A with one equation for
each of its subterms.

3. Equation formation. Add the new equations to D.

4. Activation. Move equations from D to A.

The algorithm terminates when no equations are left. The unique parts of this algorithm
are the third and fourth steps, which preserve the structure of set A, allowing the �rst and
second steps to be executed fully in parallel. The diagram in �gure 1 may help clarifying
the `data ow' between the four steps of each iteration.
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Figure 1. `Data ow' between steps.

Multiple variable elimination. This is an extension of variable elimination (Martelli and
Montanari, 1982). A set A0 � Ai of variable equations is eliminated (unless some equation
in A0 violates the `occur check') and a substitution � is formed.

Let A0 = fx1 = t1; : : : ; xm = tmg be a subset of the variable equations in Ai. If tj
contains xj, for any j, j = 1; : : :m, then the equations have no solution. Otherwise, let
Bi = Ai nA0 and yield a substitution �i = [t1=x1; : : : ; tm=xm].

Multiple term reduction. This is an extension of Martelli and Montanari's term reduction
to sets of equations. A set B0 � Bi of compound equations is reduced to a multiset R of
other equations.

Let B0 = fE1; : : : ; Emg be a subset of the compound equations in Bi, thus each Ej is
Fj(t0j;1; : : : ; t

0

j;nj
) = Fj(t00j;1; : : : ; t

00

j;nj
), j = 1; : : :m. Set Ci = Bi n B0 and yield the multiset

Ri =
Um

j=1(t
0

j;1 = t00j;1; : : : ; t
0

j;nj
= t00j;nj).

Equation formation. This operation takes two multisets Ri and Di of equations and either
reports that they have no solution or computes a new multiset Gi of dormant equations.
Informally,Gi consists of Di with all equations in Ri added (possibly reversed) except those
with identical sides.

If for any equation t = u in Ri, t and u are non-variables with di�erent function symbols
or arities, then the equations have no solution. Otherwise, for each equation t = u 2 Ri,
one of the following conditions applies. (The reader may want to check that all cases for
terms t and u are covered below.)

1. t eq u.

2. t and u are variables and t � u, or t is a variable and u is a non-variable: t = u 2 Gi.

3. t and u are variables and u � t, or u is a variable and t is a non-variable: u = t 2 Gi.

4. t and u are non-variables with the same principal functor and the same arity: if t � u,
then t = u 2 Gi, otherwise u = t 2 Gi.

Moreover, Di � Gi and Gi contains only the equations in Di and those given by 1{4 above.

Activation. Finally, this operation takes a pair (Ci; Gi) and returns a new pair (Ai+1; Di+1)
such that Ci � Ai+1 and Ci ] Gi = Ai+1 ]Di+1. Informally, Ai+1 consists of Ci and all
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elements of Gi which can be added to Ci without getting two equations with eq left-hand
sides.

Partition Gi into multisets

(t1 = u1;1; : : : ; t1 = u1;n1); : : : ; (tm = um;1; : : : ; tm = um;nm )

such that each ti is distinct under eq . Form the sets

S = ft1 = min
�
fu1;1; : : : ; u1;n1g; : : : ; tm = min

�
fum;1; : : : ; um;nmgg

T = f (t = u) j (t = u) 2 S ^ :9v; wf(v = w) 2 Ci ^ t eq vg g

and �nally, let Ai+1 = Ci [ T and Di+1 = Gi n T .

Algorithm U. (Uni�cation).

U1. [Initialize.] Set R S. Do equation formation, yielding G0. If the system has no
solution, stop; otherwise do activation, yielding (A1; D1). Set (i; �1) = (1; �).

U2. [Terminate?] If A = ; then set � = �i and stop.

U3. [Instantiate.] Do multiple variable elimination, yielding �i and Bi. If the system
has no solution, stop; otherwise apply �i to Bi and Di.

U4. [Reduce.] Do multiple term reduction, yielding Ci and Ri.

U5. [Form equations and activate.] Do equation formation, yielding Gi. If the sys-
tem has no solution, stop; otherwise do activation, yielding Ai+1 and Di+1. Set
(i; �i+1) (i + 1; �i � �i) and return to U2.

If the algorithm terminates in steps U1, U3, or U5 then S has no uni�er. Otherwise � is a
uni�er of S.

Example 1 (Robinson, 1971).

Compute a unifying substitution for S = (F (x;G(x; y)) = z;H(z; y) = H(F (a; b); F (d; c))).

U1. A1 = fz = F (x;G(x; y));H(z; y) = H(F (a; b); F (d; c))g,
D1 = ;,
�1 = �.

U3. �1 = [F (x;G(x; y))=z],
�1(B1) = fH(F (x;G(x; y)); y) = H(F (a; b); F (d; c))g,
�1(D1) = ;.

U4. C1 = ;,
R1 = fF (x;G(x; y)) = F (a; b); y = F (d; c)g.

U5. A2 = fy = F (d; c); F (x;G(x; y)) = F (a; b)g,
D2 = ;,
�2 = �1.

U3. �2 = [F (d; c)=y],
�2(B2) = fF (x;G(x; F (d; c))) = F (a; b)g,
�2(D2) = ;.

U4. C2 = ;,
R2 = fx = a;G(x; F (d; c)) = bg.

U5. A3 = fa = x; b = G(x; F (d; c))g,
D3 = ;,
�3 = �1 � �2.

U3. �3 = [x=a;G(x; F (d; c))=b],
�3(B3) = ;,
�3(D3) = ;.
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U4. C3 = ;,
R3 = ;.

U5. A4 = ;,
D4 = ;,
�4 = �1 � �2 � �3.

U2. � = �1 � �2 � �3 = [F (x;G(x; F (d; c)))=z; F (d; c)=y; x=a;G(x;F (d; c))=b].

Example 2 (Martelli and Montanari, 1982).

Compute a unifying substitution for S = (G(x2) = x1; F (x1;H(x1); x2) = F (G(x3); x4; x3)).

U1. A1 = fx1 = G(x2); F (x1;H(x1); x2) = F (G(x3); x4; x3)g,
D1 = ;,
�1 = �.

U3. �1 = [G(x2)=x1],
�1(B1) = fF (G(x2);H(G(x2)); x2) = F (G(x3); x4; x3)g,
�1(D1) = ;.

U4. C1 = ;,
R1 = fG(x2) = G(x3);H(G(x2)) = x4; x2 = x3g.

U5. A2 = fx2 = x3; x4 = H(G(x2)); G(x2) = G(x3)g,
D2 = ;,
�2 = �1.

U3. �2 = [x3=x2;H(G(x3))=x4],
�2(B2) = fG(x3) = G(x3)g,
�2(D2) = ;.

U4. C2 = ;,
R2 = fx3 = x3g.

U5. A3 = ;,
D3 = ;,
�3 = �1 � �2.

U2. � = �1 � �2 = [G(x3)=x1; x3=x2;H(G(x3))=x4].

4. ROBINSON'S REPRESENTATION OF EXPRESSIONS

We take the liberty to impart briey Robinson's uni�cation algorithm (1971). Our reason for
doing so is that the representation of expressions in the parallel realization of our algorithm is
almost exactly as Robinson's. Robinson's presentation is very clear and concise and we hope
that this summary can convey some of its clarity for readers unfamiliar with the algorithm.

Robinson's abstract algorithm has as input a �nite collection P = fP1; : : :Png of �nite
sets of expressions. Each �nite set Pi contains either terms or atoms. The output of the
algorithm is either a substitution � which uni�es P (i.e., for each i, i = 1; : : : ; n, turns each
expression in Pi into the same expression) or a report that no such substitution exists. We
omit here the actual abstract algorithm.

The realization of Robinson's algorithm uses a collection of tables: symbol, args, vble,
arity, subst, term, equals, and part, with N rows each. N is the number of expressions in P .
All tables except args have one column and args has as many columns as the arity of that
symbol whose arity is largest. expression(i) is de�ned as the expression represented by row
i in the tables.

expression(i) � if subst [i] then expression(term[i])

else symbol [i]jarglist(i; arity[i])

where
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arglist(i; j) � if j = 0 then empty

else arglist(i; j � 1)jexpression(args[i; j]).

A vertical bar `j' denotes concatenation.

symbol [i] contains the symbol of expression(i) and args [i; j] contains the jth argument
of expression(i). vble[i] contains a boolean value which is T if expression(i) is a variable
and F otherwise. arity[i] contains the arity of symbol [i]. If the boolean value in subst [i] is
T then term[i] is the value to be substituted for expression(i) (which is a variable). The
array equals contains information about equality of terms, so

if equals[i] = equals [j] then expression(i) = expression(j):

Finally, the array part represents the system to be uni�ed. If part[i] = j then expression(i)
should be made the same as expression(j). If i = j then this is trivially true and the
algorithm terminates when part [i] = i for all i, i = 1; : : : ; N .

Let us also show Robinson's example: producing a uni�er for P = fP1; P2g where

P1 = fF (x;G(x; y)); zg;

P2 = fH(z; y);H(F (a; b); F (d; c))g:

Setting up the tables for this example produces the state depicted in �gure 2.

symbol args arity vble subst term equals part N
1: F 2 3 2 F F 1 1 13
2: x 0 T F 2 2
3: G 2 4 2 F F 3 3
4: y 0 T F 4 4
5: z 0 T F 5 1
6: H 5 4 2 F F 6 6
7: H 8 11 2 F F 7 6
8: F 9 10 2 F F 8 8
9: a 0 T F 9 9
10: b 0 T F 10 10
11: F 12 13 2 F F 11 11
12: d 0 T F 12 12
13: c 0 T F 13 13

Figure 2. Initial state for Robinson's algorithm.

Finally, we omit the actual realization of Robinson's algorithm. See Robinson (1971)
for further information about the representation and algorithm.

5. PARALLEL MACHINE MODEL

Our algorithm and in particular the realization in the next section is mainly intended for
execution on a SIMD machine, typically the Connection Machine. The important machine
properties for execution of this algorithm is the number of processors, its synchronization
and communication facilities.

� The number of processors is important because each processor is used to represent one
term. At least a million processors seem necessary to solve interesting problems. On
the other hand, the processor states can be very small. The Connection Machine has
virtual processors which enables the programmer to write programs which are largely
independent of the number of physical processors in the machine.
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� The code in the next section frequently assumes that all processors execute an instruc-
tion simultaneously. This is a fundamental property of SIMD machines and is di�cult
to realize on a MIMD machine.

� We assume that every processor can communicate with any other processor in the
machine by writing into its memory. It is possible for several processors to simulta-
neously attempt writing into the same processor. When this happens we assume that
the smallest value becomes the value actually written. The Connection Machine allows
the programmer to specify several other combination functions but for our purposes
min-combination is su�cient.

Our pseudo-ALGOL program notation resembles that used by Hillis and Steele (1986). Curly
brackets are used as grouping parentheses for expressions as well as statements. To describe
the parallel parts of the algorithms, we use the following construct.

for each k do in parallel S

This is supposed to execute statement S in every processor simultaneously. During the
execution of S on each processing element, k will stand for the number of its row. Such a
construct is typical for SIMD machines. We also allow expressions

for all k, E

for some k, E

which evaluate the boolean expression E in every processor. The �rst construct computes the
conjunction of the value of E in each processor while the second computes the disjunction.

6. PARALLEL REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM

The realization of our algorithm is based on a Robinson's representation of expressions
with a few exceptions, noted below. We are of course aware of the further development of
representation of expressions since 1971 (Warren, 1983), but all current implementations
which we are aware of are elaborations and optimizations of this scheme in one way or
another. Furthermore, to utilize the full power of SIMD machines we cannot use too \clever"
representations, because we will apply the same instructions to all processors. This implies
that all processors should contain uniformly structured information.

The six exceptions to Robinsons's representation follow.

1. We have eliminated the subst table and represent uninstantiated variables as those
having term[i] = i. For convenience we de�ne zubst(i) = vble[i] ^ term[i] = i.

2. We have chosen to eliminate the equals table. It would be possible to take this table
into account, but it is unclear whether it improves the algorithm.

3. We let M be the number of columns in the args table.

4. We add a table unarg with M columns and N rows of boolean values. When for
some row i we have part[i] 6= i and vble[i] = F , unarg [i; j] = T signi�es that term
reduction of the equation expression(i) = expression(part[i]) could not make the equa-
tion expression(args[i; j]) = expression(args [part[i]; j]) active, but has left it dormant.

When not vble[i], it is always the case that part [i] 6= i,
WM

j=1 unarg [i; j].

5. We add a table fail with one column and N rows of boolean values. If fail[i] = T for
any i, i = 1; : : : ; N , there exists no unifying substitution.

6. While Robinson intended the rows of the tables to be stored in successive memory
locations of a computer, we store each row of the table in successive processing elements
of a parallel computer. We thus need N processors to represent a uni�cation problem
containing N terms.
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To summarize, we have the following collection of tables: symbol, args, unarg, vble, arity,
term, part, and fail, with N rows each. All tables except args and unargs have one column
while args and unarg have M columns.

We represent the set A and the multiset D as follows.

� An equation expression(i) = expression(j) (i � j) is a member of the set A of active
uni�cations if part[i] = j.

� An equation expression(i) = expression(j) (i � j) is a member of the multiset D of
dormant uni�cations if there exist rows k and ` and a columnm such that the conditions
i and ii hold.

(i) part [k] = ` and unarg [k;m], or part[`] = k and unarg [l;m],

(ii) args[k;m] = i and args[`;m] = j.

Informally, an equation such as expression(i) = expression(j) is dormant if term reduc-
tion of an equation expression(k) = expression(`) has failed to create an active equation
expression(i) = expression(j) because there is already an active equation with expression(i)
as its left-hand side. What would happen in practice if there were two active equations with
the same expression(i) as left-hand sides is that part[i] would get overwritten and one of the
equations be lost.

There is no direct equivalent to the variable elimination of the abstract algorithm.
Instead of actually substituting any values when eliminating variables, the substituted term
is stored in table term and term[i] is used whenever an attempt is made to unify an eliminated
variable expression(i) with something.

The initial state for S = (F (x;G(x; y)) = z;H(z; y) = H(F (a; b); F (d; c))) is shown in
�gure 3.

symbol args unarg arity vble term part fail N M
1: F 2 3 F F 2 F 1 1 F 13 2
2: x F F 0 T 2 2 F
3: G 2 4 F F 2 F 3 3 F
4: y F F 0 T 4 4 F
5: z F F 0 T 5 1 F
6: H 5 4 F F 2 F 6 6 F
7: H 8 11 F F 2 F 7 6 F
8: F 9 10 F F 2 F 8 8 F
9: a F F 0 T 9 9 F
10: b F F 0 T 10 10 F
11: F 12 13 F F 2 F 11 11 F
12: d F F 0 T 12 12 F
13: c F F 0 T 13 13 F

Figure 3. Initial state.

Let us begin with the top-level uni�cation procedure. It �rst attempts to do as much as
possible of active term reductions (equations in set B) and then to instantiate any variables
(equations in set A).

procedure unify;

while ffor some k, part[k] 6= kg ^ ffor all k, :fail[k]g do f
dereference;

for each i, do in parallel f
�; % Explained below.

for j  M downto 1 do

if j � arity[i] ^ unarg [i; j] then
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unarg [i; j] sub_unify(args [i; j]; args[part[i]; j]; i);

if :vble[i] ^:
WM

j=1 unarg [i; j] then part[i] i;
if vble[i] ^ part[i] 6= i then

if sub_unify(term[i]; part[i]; i) then part[i] igg.

This procedure dereferences all variables simultaneously.

procedure dereference;

while for some k, fzubst(k) ^ zubst(term[k])g do
for each k do in parallel

if fzubst(k) ^ zubst(term[k]) then term[k] term[term[k]];
for i 1 to M do

for each k do in parallel

if vble[args[k; i]] then args [k; i] term[args[k; i]].

This function does part of a term reduction, attempting to make an equation active. It
returns T if the equation becomes active and F otherwise. It may also set a row in the fail
table to T , signalling the absence of a unifying substitution.

function sub_unify(a; b; i);
if a = b then return T
else if vble[a]^ vble[b] then f

if a < b then return try_write(a; b) else return try_write(b; a)g
else if vble[a]^ :vble[b] then return try_write(a; b)
else if vble[b]^ :vble[a] then return try_write(b; a)
else if symbol [a] 6= symbol [b] then fail[i] T
else if arity[a] 6= arity[b] then fail [i] T
else f

if b < a then (a; b) (b; a);
if try_write(a; b) then f

for j  1 to arity[a] do unarg [a; j] T ;
return Tg

else return Fg:

try_write(a; c) is executed in simultanously in many processors (with di�erent actual
parameters) and attempts to execute part [a] c. However, it should only do so if part [a] =
a. Moreover, if several processors attempt to write part [a], only one should succeed. The
function returns T if the writing was successful, otherwise F . It uses the combination-write
feature of the Connection Machine mentioned above.

function try_write(a; c);
if part [a] 6= a then return F
else f

part [a] c with min combination;

return part [a] = cg.

Careful study of this function reveals that it is actually possible in one case for two or
more processors to successfully write to the same location. Assume that processors i and
j have both attempted to assign c to part[a] for some a, and that c is the smallest value
written there. In this case try_write(a; c) will return T in both processors. However, this
does not matter, as they both attempt to add the equation expression(a) = expression(c)
to A and

A [ fexpression(a) = expression(c)g [ fexpression(a) = expression(c)g

=

A [ fexpression(a) = expression(c)g!
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7. LOGARITHMIC LIST UNIFICATION

It is known that many algorithms over lists of length n (or any uniformly recursive term)
can be executed in O(logn) steps on a Connection Machine (Hillis and Steele, 1986). They
give several examples, e.g., a list matching program. The basic idea is to add a new �eld
chum to the usual head and tail �elds of a list cell. Set chum [i] tail [i] for every list cell
i and then execute chum [i] chum[chum [i]] repeatedly until chum[i] is no longer a list for
any i. By performing some operation on chum [i] in each iteration, every cell in a list of
length n can be operated upon in dlogne steps. Figure 4 illustrates this. It shows only the
chum �eld of each list cell. Initially only the �rst cell is gray, but before each iteration we
set color [chum[i]] color [i].

Figure 4. List manipulation in dlogne time.

It is possible to write programs which operate upon two lists. Hillis and Steele show a
program for matching two lists. The program can match several pairs of lists simultaneously
but unfortunately it breaks down completely if a list is present in several pairs being matched.

We have extended the list matching program to list uni�cation. The extension is non-
trivial, e.g., we had to solve the problem above. This was done using the same read-after-
write technique as in the function try_write above. We also handle shared sublists and lists
with uninstantiated tails.

The actual code which implements this can be inserted at � in program unify . We do
not present it here because it is rather involved but this is approximately how it works:

chum[i] args[i; 2];
while for some k list(chum [k]) do f

if list(chum [i]) then f
part[chum [i]] chum [part[i]];
chum [i] chum [chum[i]]g

(We have added a table chum with N rows and one column, which is used only in this code
segment. Moreover, we have de�ned list(a) � symbol [a] = `�' ^ arity[a] = 2.) The actual
program also has to maintain the unarg table correctly so sub_unify will start uni�cation
of the list elements, and avoid overwriting the part table using the same technique as in
try_write.

In our implementation, we have run quite complicated uni�cation problems and are
quite convinced that it works.
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8. TRAILING VARIABLES

Many logic programming languages incorporate the concept of non-determinism. This means
that several execution paths may be explored to �nd a solution to a problem. Sequential
logic programming languages (including Prolog) usually implement this by saving the state
of the computation in a choice point, from which computation can be restarted if necessary
(\backtracking"). Restoring the state saved in a choice point requires resetting the bindings
of any variables which have become instantiated since the creation of the choice point.
This uni�cation algorithm can be used with such a language. Resetting of variables can be
implemented very e�ciently by adding a trail table and having a global clock. For every
bound variable expression(i) (i.e.,such that term[i] 6= i), trail[i] would be set to the value of
the global clock at the time of binding.

It would be su�cient to increment the clock for each inference cycle. Each choice point
in the host machine would record the global clock state at its creation. When backtracking
to a choice point, one could reset all variables bound after the creation of the choice point,
simply by resetting (term[i] i) for every variable expression(i) such that trail[i] > T , if T
is the saved clock value. On a parallel machine this would happen in constant time!

DAP Prolog implements simultaneous reset of variables in a similar way [Kacsuk and
Bale 1987].

9. OCCUR CHECK

The realization above does not include an occur check to prevent a variable from being
instantiated to a term containing itself. This could be realized by an algorithm which
transmitted the row numbers of variables recursively in the terms to which the variables will
be instantiated. If a processor i was then reached by its own row number, a cycle would be
detected and the processor could set fail [i]  T . The same \pointer jumping" algorithms
as above could be used to retain logarithmic list uni�cation under favorable conditions.

10. PARTIAL AND TOTAL CORRECTNESS OF THE ALGORITHM

To prove the partial correctness of the algorithm we have to prove that the operations on
(A;D) preserve the set of solutions to the system. Correctness of term reduction and vari-
able elimination has been proved (Martelli and Montanari, 1982) and proving the correctness
of our multiple versions of these should be straightforward. The other operations are con-
cerned with the partition of the equation system into (A;D) and does not a�ect the partial
correctness, as long as no equations are added or removed.

As far as termination is concerned we should show that deadlocks cannot occur and
�nd some non-in�nitely decreasing function on the equations.

We will present more elaborate although still informal arguments for the partial and
total correctness of the algorithm elsewhere.

11. COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHM

It is obvious that the algorithm uses O(n) processors for a uni�cation problem with n terms.

We are of course aware that uni�cation is linear in the worst case (Dwork et al., 1984)
but also that there are special cases when better time complexity can be achieved (Kanellakis,
1988).

For example, the realization of our algorithm with the log-list modi�cation can unify a
list of n distinct variables with a list of n constants in O(logn) steps. However, we have not
made precise which uni�cations can be handled in O(logn) time.

12. RELATED WORK

This work was very much inspired by the paper by Hillis and Steele on data parallel algo-
rithms (1986).
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CM-Lisp (Steele and Hillis, 1986) and our approach both aim to create a high-level
language where the programmer has little responsibility for uncovering the parallelism, and
whose programs can be reasoned about formally.

Dwork, Kanellakis and Mitchell (1984) have argued that \parallelism cannot signi�-
cantly improve on the best sequential solutions for uni�cation". This is true in the sense
that we cannot improve the linear worst case, but it does not imply that parallelism cannot
improve interesting special cases. Accordingly, Kanellakis (1988) has claimed that there are
cases (e.g., uni�cation of a linear term with another term, sharing no variables) with a big
potential for parallelism. Our logarithmic list uni�cation exploits such a case.

Nilsson and Tanaka (1986) have studied e�cient cyclic tree traversal, which can be
applied to the occur-check. The results are interesting for sequential computers, but the
opportunity in SIMD-parallel machines to make each term participate in the occur-check
opens other possibilities.

DAP Prolog by Kacsuk and Bale (1987) also has a one-step reset of variable bindings
and the implementation is quite similar to ours. The DAP is also a SIMD computer.

13. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We have presented a uni�cation algorithm intended for massively parallel SIMD computers.
A somewhat simpli�ed version of the algorithm has been implemented on a 32K processor
Connection Machine model 2. The simpli�cation was that only terms with function symbol
`.' and arity 2 (i.e., lists) and constants were allowed. Uni�cation of lists with thousands
of elements was experimentally shown to be only somewhat slower than uni�cation of lists
with a few elements, thereby showing the power of logarithmic list uni�cation.

Uni�cation of large lists may not be so common in Prolog but parallel uni�cation also
means that the uni�cations of parallel resolution/reduction steps may proceed in parallel
and our algorithm handles this correctly.

We will proceed by further analyzing the properties of this algorithm and its relation to
other proposed algorithms. Moreover, we will continue to use the algorithm in experiments
with new inference systems for parallel computers. During experiments with the naive
reverse program in such an inference system (which exploits uni�cation of large terms), we
achieved runtimes for very large lists such that Prolog, to compete, would have had to run
at 134 Gigalips.
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